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Tiwari Receives NSF Career Award
Ashutosh Tiwari, assistant professor
and director of the Nanostructured Materials Research Laboratory at the University of Utah, has received the U.S.
National Science Foundation’s (NSF)
Faculty Early Career Development
Award. A TMS
member, Tiwari
chairs the Superconducting and
Magnetic Materials Committee of
TMS’s Electronic, Magnetic &
Photonic Materials Division. The award is one of the
NSF’s highest honors for young faculty members, and it recognizes and supports the early career activities of those
teachers and scholars who are most
likely to become the academic leaders
of the future.
The five-year, half a million dollar
award will support Tiwari’s work in
the development of new spintronic materials and devices. Tiwari plans to use
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the funds to start an extensive research
program that explores the possibility
of inducing room temperature ferromagnetism in rare earth oxide-based
high-k dielectrics by dilute doping of
transition metal elements. Successful
development of new diluted magnetic
materials that show room temperature
functionality could have a significant
impact on the progress of spintronics,
and Tiwari hopes that the program will
lead to educational opportunities for
graduate, undergraduate, and k–12 students and teachers.
Tiwari received his Ph.D. in Experimental Condensed Matter Physics
from the Indian Institute of Technology
Kanpur. He has authored more than 55
papers in highly ranked international
journals, holds one U.S. patent, and has
received several awards.
In 2003, Tiwari was part of the TMS
Young Leader Intern program (now the
Young Leader Professional Development Award) for early career professionals.
www.tms.org/jom.html

MRS INDUCTS TEN TMS
MEMBERS INTO
INAUGURAL FELLOW
CLASS
In March, the Materials Research
Society (MRS) inducted 34 materials
scientists and engineers into its inaugural
class of MRS Fellows, who are considered notable for their distinguished
accomplishments and their outstanding
contributions to the advancement of
materials research worldwide. Of these
inductees, seven were TMS fellows:
• John W. Cahn, University of Washington and National Institute of
Standards and Technology (TMS
Fellow, class of 1983)
• John P. Hirth, Washington State
and Ohio State Universities (TMS
Fellow, class of 1974)
• Sungho Jin, University of California at San Diego (TMS Fellow,
class of 2001)
• John W. (Bill) Morris, University
of California at Berkeley (TMS
Fellow, class of 2001)
• Jagdish Narayan, North Carolina
State University (TMS Fellow, class
of 1999)
• Frans Spaepen, Harvard University
(TMS Fellow, class of 1996)
• Subra Suresh, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (TMS Fellow,
class of 2000)
Three additional TMS members were
also included among the MRS inaugural
class of fellows:
• John M. Poate, Colorado School of
Mines
• Carl V. Thompson, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology
• William J. Weber, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
Fellows were inducted during the 2008
MRS Spring Meeting in San Francisco,
California, in March.
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